Abstruct -A deadlock-free unsafe @FU) state of Resource Allocation System ( U S ) is deadlock-free hut inevitable to enter a deadlock state. Previous research revealed that in many special systems, DFU states do not exist and polynomial deadlock avoidance policy (DAP) using one-step look ahead algorithms can avoid deadlock states. This paper first establishes the NP-completeness on determining the existence of DFU states. Then, giving necessary conditions of DFU states based on digraph analysis, it provides polynomial avoidance policies that inhibit loading new jobs to avoid DFU states. Fnrthermore, this method is generalized to mixed capacity systems and systems with flexible rontings. Examples and simulation results are also presented.
INTRODUCTION
Manufacturing systems with shared resources may exhibit deadlock states, i.e., a set of resources is fully occupied by a set of jobs which immediately need the resources in the same set for their next operations. Deadlock states are highly undesirable because the jobs would be permanently blocked if no recovery method were employed. Deadlock avoidance policies should he able to keep the system running in safe states, where all resources can he released (the free state) by a sequence of resource allocations. A DAP is referred to as optimal if it accepts every safe states.
Lawley and Reveliotis [3] have proved the NPcompleteness of safety for the sequential single unit resource allocation systems (SU-RAS). So generally speaking, optimal deadlock-free control is intractable. However, since deadlock states can he determined in polynomial time [l] [4] , if a RAS has no deadlock-free unsafe(DFU) state, its states are either safe or deadlocked, thus an optimal DAP applying the one-step look ahead algorithm exists. Many subclasses of RAS exhibiting no DFU state have been found [l-4] [7] . Two important subclasses are: i) every resource has a unique predecessor resource or successor resource, Fanti el al. [ 5 ] , ii) every resource has multi-capacity, Reveliotis et al. [4] . Many other subclasses are presented in [3] . In the case of routing flexibility and sequence flexibility, Lawley and Snlistyono[l] [2] also give some subclass systems.
No DFU state is a sufficient condition of a RAS to have polynomial optimal DAPs [3] . So it is important to determine on an input RAS whether it has a DFU state. Besides, it is possible for a RAS to have unreachable DFU states only, and the one-step look ahead DAP is still correct and optimal [3] . So, determining the existence of reachable DFU states is also worthy of investigation. Analysing the complexity of these questions based on digraph characteristics of DFU states is one objective of this paper.
Using digraph models, Fanti et al. [5] gave necessary and sufficient conditions of unsafe states in SU-RAS that are one-step ahead deadlock states, called Second Level Deadluck (SLD) states, and provided Restriction Policies to avoid them. The notation of SLD and the policies are extended to mixed capacity systems [h] . While a deadlock state presents a directed cycle in single capacity systems, it is characterized as a Maximal-weight Zero-outdegree Swung CumpunenqMZSC) in mixed capacity system. Considering flexible routing systems, Lawley[l] utilized Resource Allocation Graph to present a system state and proved the equivalence of deadlocks and capacifated hors (minimal MZSC) in the graph. Suficient deadlock-free conditions are provided. It should he noticed that these digraph-based policies either significantly limit the total amount of concurrent running parts or involve exponential off-line computation. High off-line computation cost is not suitable for large-scale system or systems with frequent new and changing production scenarios.
Following the digraph model and the deadlock avoidance idea of inhibiting new jobs entering the system, another objective of this paper is to enforce less restriction and maintain polynomial computation cost at the same time. Furthermore, we investigate the notion of SLD states in mixed capacity and flexible routing systems. With the help of reduction techniques, efficient deadlock avoidance policies for these environments are provided.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 mainly discusses the complexity issues of determining the existence of DFU states. Section 3 provides a set of necessary conditions of DFU states and the avoidance policies. Section 4 deals with mixed capacity and flexible routing systems. Section 5 gives examples and simulation results. Section 6 is the conclusion.
Complexity of the Existence of DFU States
A resource allocation system is composed of a set of resources, R = (RI, R2, _.. R, ) and a set of job types, J = ( J l , J2, ... J , ) . For SU-RAS, each RiER can be allocated to only one job at a time, and each J, requires a sequence of resources < Ruill, RUi2,, ..., RU(") >. A job instance j n of type J, releases R,(k,upon being allocated R,,,,).
The Lemma 2 A necessary and sufficient condition for a SU-RAS to have DFU states is that it has a SLD state.
Pro03 (SLD => DFU) This is true because a SLD is a DFU state. (DFU => SLD) Suppose a system has DFU states but none of them is a SLD, then every DFU state bas a feasible deadlock-free transition. Start from a DFU state and follow these transitions, after fnite steps, a free state must be reached, which is contradictory with the definition of DFU states. 0 According to L e m a 2, the existence of DFU states is equivalent to the existence of SLD states. Let SU-SLD be the problem of determining the existence of SLD structures in a SU-RAS, R-SU-SLD be the problem of determining the existence of reachable SLD states (from free states). I-SU-SLD means on an input SU-RAS and resource Ri, whether it has a Ri-SLD structure. The three problems all belong to NP since a candidate set of cycles indicates a SLD structure and a candidate resource allocation sequence indicates a reacbable state, both can be verified in polynomial time. Let A ot B denotes that A is polynomially reducible to B, for the exact definition of polynomial reducibility, see Garey and Jonson [8] . Since only Ri has jobs go across it, according to Lemma 1, if A' has a SLD structure, it must he a Ri-SLD structure. Thus A has a Ri-SLD structure iff A ' has a SLD structure. 0 Theorem 3 -5 can be summarized by 1-SU-SLD = SU-SLD a R-SU-SLD.
Consider a sub-problem of I-SU-SLD, card (ARE) = 2. Let (RI, R2) (R,, RI) be the two resource pairs and assume they are four different nodes, as displayed in Fig 2. The system bas a Ri-SLD structure iff there are two directed vertexdisjoint paths from R2 to R, and R4 to R,. This is the known duced to n I-SU-SLD problems, here n = card(R). [9] . For directed graph with fixed k, Fortune et al.
Disjoint Paths
[IO] also proved the NP-completeness even when k = 2. Hence the subproblem of 1-SU-SLD is NP-complete.
Corollary 6 1-SU-SLD, SU-SLD and R-SU-SLD are all NP-complete. Deadlock-free control bas the responsibility for not only preventing deadlocks hut also avoiding DFU states. Because of the NP-completeness of both the safety property [3] and the existence of DFU states, suboptimal control is necessary to achieve polynomial complexity. Restricting the loading of new jobs is a natural idea of suboptimal results. By proving that no DFU states would occur under the restriction, coupled with one-step look ahead deadlock avoidance, deadlock-free is guaranteed. The restriction policy is called unsafe state avoidance policy(UAP).
This section provides three necessary conditions of SLD structures in SU-RAS and UAPs accordingly. UAPs for mixed capacity and flexible routing systems are shown in the next section. Proposition I: 3 J l , j 2 E Jq (not necessarily different type), j l , j2EAJn is a necessary condition for state q to be a Ri-SLD state.
Proof: According to lemma 1, a Ri-SLD state must have at least two jobs requesting Ri as a non-terminal step. Proof A Ri-SLD structure has at least two cycles intersecting at R, only. So at least two disjoint paths exist.
0
As discussed in the previous section, finding two vertex disjoint paths of two node pairs is NP-complete. However, finding two vertex disjoint paths starting from and ending at the same node is polynomial. The digraph m m flow algorithm could achieve this. In order to employ the max flow algorithm, first split R, into two nodes R;' and Ri" and redistribute Ri's incoming and outgoing arcs to Ri' and Ri" respectively, assign unit weight to all vertexes. R; has two vertex disjoint paths iff the max flow from Ri" to Ri' is greater than one. Let RTc be the set of resources satisfying the condition of Proposition 2. (Note the condition is not sufficient, for example in Fig 2, Prooj Regarding residual jobs and their residual operations as a new system configuration, Proposition 2 guarantees the correctness. 0 UAP3: A new job j k is allowed at state q if i)jk will not complete a cycle in DMq), ii) adding j k ' s resource sequence to DRNs), no resource will have two vertex disjoint cycles.
It's easy to see that all UAPs are polynomial and each subsumes the previous one. On determining whether a new job can enter, UAP3 needs O(IRI)+O(flRl) time, F is the time of computing max flow. So UAP3's computation time
In addition to these restrictions on loading new jobs, jobs' movements are subject to one step look-ahead deadlock avoidance policy.
is O(4RllJI).
IV. Mixed Capacity and Flexible Routing Systems
Regarding mixed capacity systems, let C, E Z' he the capacity of resource R,. In order to represent routing flexibility, a job's procedure is usually described as a set of completely ordered or partially ordered job stages[l] [2] . More generalized description could be given by regular language. A possible routing of a job type Jk is a fmite string of elements in R , all possible routings of Jk is a language L k c R'.
Routing flexibility such as complete order, paJtial order and unordered routings, can be represented efficiently by regular expressions. The prefur of Lk is the language = { U I U V E L~ for some V E R ' ) , function N R~: tk->2' maps a prefix to the set of alternative next resources of Jk, NRk(u)={ Ri 1 uRi E 1, }. We will continue using digraph models D,, DTr and In mixed capacity and flexible routing systems, contains a capacitated knot is a necessary and sufficient condition for 9 to he a deadlock state [l] .
Lemma 7: The necessary and sufficient condition for 9
to he a SLD state is a set of knots {d,, &,... S,}(n>l) satisfying i) All resources but R, are filled to capacity, R,E Nai (i=l, ... n), ii) every feasible transition of Si advances a job to R, and completes knot 6, for i = 1, 2, ..., n-1 and completes 6, for i = n, iii) R, has single capacity. For the proof of Lemma 7, the proof of Lemma 1 is a hint and iii) was proved in [I] . The detailed proof is omitted. Again, we call above knot set a R,-SLD structure. It should he noticed that unlike SU-RAS, a pair of knots might have some common nodes other than R,. So UAPs for SU-RAS could not he applied directly.
Theorem 8
In a system with mixed capacity and flexible routings, a necessary condition for q to he a Ri-SLD state is that R, has single capacity and has two directed vertex disjoint cycles in DTKq).
Prooj Single capacity comes from Lemma 7. Suppose q to be a R,-SLD state, Ri is idle. 3 j l EJq s.t. a knot 6, will he formed by advancing j , to Ri. Knot 6, has a cycle containing R,, denoted with y~. Let Rk he the resource on cycle y , with an edge heading to R, in D,,,,,j, he the job holding Rk and requesting Ri. Advancing j 2 to R,, we get another knot J2. Now Rk is not filled to capacity. Since Rk is reachable from cycle y1 in DT,,,,, h2 and yI must be vertex disjoint. An-
Corollary 9
In a mixed capacity and flexible routing systems, if every single capacity resource has either unique successor resource or unique predecessor resource, the system has no DFU states.
This result is generalized from SU-RAS [3] . It serves as guidelines for the manufacture system design process. Now it is ready to apply UAP3. However, the policy would be too conservative for mixed capacity and flexible routing systems. Some reduction techniques, which keep every SLD-structure while reducing the digraph, are developed. Then, UAP3 is employed on the reduced digraph.
A. Reduction for mired capacity systems
The reduction is based on the idea that a knot contains capacitated nodes only and the reachable node set of every node in a knot is also capacitated.
First deal with mixed capacity systems without routing flexibility, following reduction algorithm operates on residual procedure digraph
In the first loop, delete nodes that cannot he filled to capacity by non-terminal jobs in process. To calculate the number of jobs that might hold it, the algorithm check every job's residual job stages. For example in Fig 4, R2 has single capacity, hut only terminal job might hold it, R2 and edge(R,, R2) are deleted. In other Inops, only jobs that can hold the resource and require one other than those deleted in previous loops are taken into account. In Fig 4, RI' s capacity is two, if there is only one other cycle from 6, containing Ri is obtained. 0 instance of job type J , that may hold R, and require R3, R I is removed, it could be filled to capacity with jobs requiring R2 though. AAer no more than /RI loops, the algorithm tennnates.
The number under a resource is its capacity.
Xk means it was deleted in loop k. UAP4 : At state q of a mixed capacity system, a new job j k is allowed if i) jk will not form a knot in LIT<@, ii) add j k ' s resource sequence to DRe(@, apply Reduction 1 to DKele> no single-capacity resource will have two vertex disjoint cycles on the reduced digraph.
The policy is correct since Theorem 8 still holds for the reduced digraph.
B. Reduction f o r f l a i b k routing systems
In the case of flexible routing systems, a job's next operation might he performed on a set of alternative resources, so the job is counted only if all alternative resources can he filled to capacity. Recalling that possible routings of Jk is represented as language Lx, let N(ql(R:) be the set of R,'s next resources in DKiq), i.e., a set of nodes with edges from Ri to them. For resource Ri, the following algorithm checks j k ' s every occurrence on Ri, if for one of them, the next operation falls into the set Ncq)(Ri), the job is counted. In above reduction, v means a possible resource allocation sequence for jk to go to resource R,. Usually, it is not necessary to enumerate all routings of jk to find v, which might be exponential. Since Lk is regular in most cases, v can be found in linear time Reduction 2 can he done in O(rcf/lRvpql) time, r is the maximum number of an operation's alternative resources.
UAPS: At state q of a mixed capacity and flexible routing system, a new job jk is allowed if i) jk will not complete a knot in DT(q,, ii) adding jgs routes to DRdq, and applying Reduction 2, no single-capacity resource will have two vertex disjoint cycles in the reduced digraph.
V. Examples
Now we present three examples based on the system configuration described in be removed and RI may have two cycles (Rl, M6, R1) and (RI, M7, RI). So it is possible to go to a RI-SLD state. Applying UAPS, new jobs are allowed if either of the two cycles does not exist in DRc(q,, More specifically, 5 2 " is allowed if M7 is not filled to capacity and there is no more than one JI" on {MI, M2, RI, M6], while JI" is allowed if M1 is empty and no more than two jobs occupying M7.
Lawley's deadlock avoidance policies allow simultaneously 2n-I resources to be filled to capacity and other R, to have C,-1 jobs (n is the minimum number of alternative resources for each step) [I] . Thus four jobs are allowed for Example 3.
By exhaustive state space analysis of Example 3, no h o t contains M7, so there is no R1-SLD structure and the system has no DFU states, we may apply max permissive policy to it. Next, simulation tool Arena[ll] is utilized to analyse the performance of the three policies.
Following conditions dominate the simulation. First, J I and J2 enter the system alternately. Second, "First Come First Service" rules the service if two or more jobs compete for a resource. Finally a resource's service time is same for the two jobs and assumed to have normal distribution with mean p and standard deviation 0. We simulate the system in three different working conditions. In case 1, the service time is balanced among different routings, reported in Table  1 . Case 2 assumes M3 is a bottleneck and doubles its service time, while M6 and M7 are bottlenecks in Case 3 and their service time are doubled. By simulating 4000 parts, 2000 of each type, in 40 batches for each case, we get the throughput of the three policies, showed in Fig 7. U M 5 gives better performance than Lawley's policy, but is still less than the max permissive policy, which is expected to be optimal. Unfortunately, exponential online or offline computations involved make the max permissive policy unsuitable for general cases. 
V. Conclusion
This paper proved the NP-completeness on determining the existence of DFU states. Thus, although more subclass systems without DFU states might be found by special techniques, it is unlikely to generalize these methods to normal situations.
Based on digraph max flow algorithms, this paper developed the unsafe state avoidance policy. It also provides additional reduction techniques for mixed capacity and flexible routing systems. All policies and reduction algorithms are polynomial. As revealed by some examples and simulation results, the policies have better performance than previous known digraph based deadlock avoidance policies. More general and complex systems are not investigated yet.
